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Like any other contract, an insurance policy may become the subject of a legal dispute. When disputes arise over insurance coverage, lawyers must combine their skill in contract interpretation with their knowledge of insurance law, bringing both to bear on the special problems related to this type of contract. Each dispute has unique traits, but a few basic ground rules of contract law and insurance law can help you interpret insurance policies and resolve disputes over insurance coverage.

Applying the Basics: Contract Law

Virtually any court begins with the principle that insurance policies are contracts and subject to the ordinary rules of contract interpretation. To deal with the occasional coverage dispute, you can go a long way simply by remembering and intelligently applying the standard rules of contract construction:

The existence of an enforceable contract requires an offer, acceptance, and consideration. Don't overlook this principle, even if it seems obvious. It can be a defense for insurers in cases where the policyholder failed to pay a first premium (consideration) or let premiums lapse. Occasionally, detrimental reliance can provide the necessary consideration. Similarly, there must be evidence that the policyholder actually took out a policy and that the insurer actually issued a policy.

The courts will not enforce illegal contracts. If an insurance policy does not conform to the requirements of the state insurance department, it may not be enforceable or may be construed against the insurer in close cases. Nor may insurance be obtained as a form of "wagering" or moral hazard—the requirement behind the insurable interest doctrine, which requires the policyholder to have a concrete interest in the subject of the insurance. The insurable interest doctrine occasionally makes the news in cases of killings where the motive was to collect insurance proceeds. (Remember the old movie Double Indemnity?)


Some nefarious people have engaged in murder for insurance profits, even when the policy covers a relative

However, some nefarious people have engaged in murder for insurance profits, even when the policy covers a relative or business partner. The text of a contract (that is, the insurance policy) will ordinarily determine the meaning of the contract. The courts are reluctant to interpret the meaning further unless the words are ambiguous or clearly contradicted by other evidence of the intended meaning.

The law attempts to enforce contracts to fulfill their intended purpose and the intent of the parties. The contract is to be read as a whole, giving effect to all provisions if possible.

If a contract term is clear enough, a court may refuse to hear oral testimony or other extrinsic evidence intended to contradict the meaning of the
Contracts of adhesion are enforceable but may offer the adhering party protections unavailable with a contract custom-made for both parties. Contracts of adhesion (which include many insurance contracts) are contracts offered on a take-it-or-leave-it basis; the other party must adhere to the offered contract if there is to be a deal. Unless the text of an adhesion contract is very clear, the adhering party may be protected by other contract ground rules and judges’ wariness of unfair enforcement.

Even if the contract is custom-made, the rule of contra proferentem applies. According to this rule, ambiguities are construed against the author of the contract. In other words, any unclear word or phrase is interpreted to the detriment of the drafter unless the uncertainty is readily resolvable by a more reliable basis than the contra proferentem rule.

Contracts procured through fraud or deceit are unenforceable or may be rescinded or (in rarer cases) modified to prevent unfairness. This principle of contract law works both ways in insurance disputes. Insurers cannot expect premiums for policies sold through high-pressure tactics and cannot avoid their obligations by fraudulently obtaining agreement to exclusions. Conversely, policyholders cannot obtain coverage by using misrepresentations to procure the policy or by making a fraudulent claim. In many cases, if a policyholder grossly inflates an otherwise legitimate claim, he or she can lose all coverage.

Contract terms that violate applicable public policy are unenforceable. Therefore, even if the text of an insurance policy is clear, coverage will not be provided if doing so would offend public policy or undermine the way in which insurance operates. Perhaps the leading example concerns whether policyholders may receive indemnity for punitive damages they have been ordered to pay. The states are split, with some holding that insuring punitive damages encourages or subsidizes wrongful conduct, while others see punitive damages as simply another form of liability occasionally faced by defendants. Some states permit indemnity for punitive damages that result from vicarious liability or recklessness or gross negligence but not for punitive damages arising from intentional conduct.

Insurance Policies vs. Other Contracts

Because the basic principles of contracts are relevant to insurance policies in so many ways, courts often state that insurance policies are “just like any other contract” for purposes of adjudicating disputes. Despite the frequency of such statements, they are not entirely true.

Contracting. To begin with, insurance policies are usually made differently than other contracts. Most contracts occur at the point of transaction: phoning a broker and arranging to sell wheat; buying a sweater at the clothing store; ordering books by mail; discussing and accepting a job offer. In these situations, the contract may not be written or detailed, but it is final and agreed to by the parties in unison. By contrast, most insurance involves discussion and application, with the insurer processing the application through its underwriting department and making the decision to contract weeks or months later. Thus, the contract is usually “formed” only when the insurer says so.

An important variant to this scenario involves the sale of life insurance. Applicants for life insurance are typically given a “conditional receipt” that establishes coverage as of the date of the application, provided certain conditions are met or the policy is eventually issued. The terms of conditional receipts vary, and the courts have differed considerably in their enforcement for or against the insurers that use them. If an applicant for life insurance pays the first premium, obtains a conditional receipt, and dies before a policy is issued, predicting the outcome of the litigation is complex and depends on a variety of factors peculiar to this corner of insurance law.

Property insurers often issue “binders” establishing temporary coverage until they issue a full policy. The binder typically comes closer to a pure commitment of temporary insurance than does a conditional receipt, because the local agent can inspect the property in question. Evaluating a life
or health insurance risk generally requires medical tests, and the underwriting generally occurs in the insurer’s home office.

**Adhesion.** When an insurance policy is issued and delivered, the policyholder may never have seen (let alone read) it. Even for those who read every word, a policy is for most consumers and small businesses a standardized form contract of adhesion. This general contracting scenario usually makes courts hesitant to enforce insurance policy terms that may be unfair or surprising as applied to the consumer policyholder. In contrast, if the policyholder insisted on and obtained customized language or is a commercially sophisticated entity, courts are less apt to base decisions on the nature of insurance contracting and standardized forms and more likely to use the principles they apply to standard contract controversies. However, the sophistication of both parties may be relevant to applying the “reasonable expectations” doctrine discussed below.

**Ambiguity.** Because insurance policies are standardized, the *contra proferentem* doctrine is sometimes referred to as the “contra insurer” doctrine. However, insurance companies do not always lose linguistic battles. On the contrary, they win at least their fair share because they are professionals with vast experience in using (or at least trying to use) “airtight” language that will define covered claims firmly, if not always clearly.

In determining whether a term is ambiguous, courts usually give words their ordinary rather than technical meaning unless the parties’ prior course of dealing or custom in the industry calls for application of a technical term. Dictionary definitions are not determinative unless they square with common usage. As one court remarked, “By their very nature, dictionaries define words in the abstract [rather than] in the context of a specific insurance policy.”

In addition, courts will not invoke the ambiguity doctrine in order to provide coverage in bizarre situations obviously outside the intent or expectations of the parties or where the coverage sought would undermine the effective operation of the insurance markets or otherwise run afoul of public policy. For example, a court would not permit an arsonist to recover under a homeowner’s policy even if the insurer had omitted an exclusion for arson or other intentional destruction of the property.

Overall, then, courts approach disputes over insurance coverage as a subset of contract jurisprudence, but they are sensitive to the special nature of the insurance-contracting regime. Therefore, they give greater than average weight to contract doctrines wary of adhesion contracts and favorable to *contra proferentem* construction. In particular, states tend to be of three types regarding their enthusiasm for the *contra proferentem* doctrine. Some states seize upon virtually any uncertainty to construe the policy in favor of the policyholder. At the other extreme are states that invoke the ambiguity principle only as a last resort or even occasionally disavow the doctrine as too crude a tool for carving meaning from insurance policies. The plurality of states take a middle ground, using ambiguity analysis as a tiebreaker when extrinsic evidence of meaning, party intent, functional analysis of the transaction, or other indicia have failed to determine coverage clearly.

Traditionally, the policyholder bears the burden to show that a loss falls within the agreement.

Assigning and Shifting Burdens of Proof: The burden of proof in coverage disputes can vary according to the policy provision at issue, although courts themselves seem to vary according to how closely they observe these axioms. According to the traditional ground rule, the policyholder bears the burden to show that a particular loss falls within the terms of the insuring agreement. Normally, this is relatively easy, because modern insurance policies are broadly written. After the insuring agreement in most policies come a set of conditions that the policyholder must fulfill to obtain coverage. Some are the so-called “conditions precedent” that must generally be fulfilled before the insurer has any obligation to defend or indemnify. Conditions subsequent are events which, should they occur, terminate a contract obligation.

Also included in policies are lists of exclusions—items or events excluded from the broad coverage of the insuring agreement. If the policyholder has shown that a claim falls generally within the policy, the insurer has the burden of proof to demonstrate that the exclusion applies. Sometimes qualifications or exceptions are embedded into exclusions. If so, the burden to show whether the exception negates the exclusion may be assigned in various ways. Most states assign this burden to the insurer as part of its responsibility to demonstrate the applicability of an exclusion if it is to avoid coverage.

In a nutshell, the policyholder bears the burden to prove the applicability of a coverage clause, and
If you are arguing for coverage, do not depend on the assignment of the burden.

Notice. Burden shifting may have an impact regarding particular aspects of an insurance dispute, however. For example, insurance policies require the policyholder to provide timely notice of a claim to the insurer so that it may respond through investigation, defense, third-party claims, or other appropriate means. The insurer can defeat coverage if notice is late.

However, to prevail on this defense in the majority of states, the insurer must not only show that notice was late but also that it was prejudiced by the tardiness. Unless the insurer can show that a key witness died, a key document was lost, property in controversy was irrevocably altered, or something similar occurred during the delay, this will be a virtually impossible burden. Hence, assignment of the burden to prove prejudice often is determinative. A few states place the burden on the policyholder to prove lack of prejudice. But in about a dozen states (including New York), the insurer need only prove lateness.

Seeking Reasonableness

Courts are also affected by a desire to make the insurance relationship work as it should. In theory at least, this notion is even-handed. (Policyholders should not pay premiums in vain, and insurers should not be fleeced by slippery policyholders.) In practice, the desire to give effect to a policy sometimes merges with ambiguity analysis to favor policy construction that finds or enhances coverage. For example, some courts state that when two equally plausible interpretations of a disputed provision exist, the interpretation permitting greater indemnity will prevail. Policyholders should get the coverage to which a reasonable person would be entitled under the circumstances, while insurers should not pay for losses outside the reasonably intended scope of the policy.

Courts construed policies this way for years before the tendency was formally named (by Robert Keeton in his famous law review article) the “reasonable expectations” doctrine. Under the classic Keeton formula, a loss will be covered where coverage is consistent with the policyholder's objectively reasonable expectations, even if a painstaking study of the insurance policy would negate those expectations. In other words, insurance companies may obtain the benefit of the policy's fine-print boilerplate but only if those coverage terms and limits are reasonable.

Although the reasonable expectations doctrine has been officially embraced in only about half the states and has been expressly rejected or criticized in about a dozen, this type of analysis often silently affects coverage disputes. Courts interpreting policy language, assigning persuasion burdens, dealing with adhesion and ambiguity, and assessing the fairness of a contract term are often influenced by whether a given result is more consistent with the objectively reasonable expectations of the litigants.

The key words are “objectively reasonable.” Subjective, idiosyncratic, and bizarre expectations will not provide coverage. For example, an automobile policyholder who knowingly uses a car to carry and detonate a terrorist bomb will have a hard time collecting comprehensive coverage for the loss of the car after the bomb detonates.

This doctrine recognizes that expectations can vary between policyholder and insurer. Just as in general contract law a unilateral mistake will not make a contract voidable (although a mutual mistake will), the court will not nullify a policy where views differ. Rather, it must decide which party's expectation is more reasonable. These cases are often difficult and unpredictable. On one hand, the insurer is an expert entity regarding risk distribution and actuarial figures. The insurer can be expected to cover things that can be profitably covered and avoid promising to cover things that will lead to insolvency (e.g., nuclear war). On the other hand, the insurer may not have made the policy's limitations clear, may miscalculate, or may attempt to take advantage of a particular policyholder or class of policyholders to improve its bottom line or salve a bad underwriting year. In these cases, courts must exercise sound judgment to render a decision that makes the policy do what it was intended to do even if the parties now dispute that intent. In these instances, courts occasionally find or exclude coverage even if the most natural reading of the text of the policy is to the contrary.
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Plan for Success
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Implement the Plan
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- pricing legal services, including alternative pricing methods
- credit and billing, including 3 sample billing formats
- projecting revenue, including 4 methods of analysis
- dealing with banks and securing loans
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- insulating yourself in a slow economy
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Special Aspects of Third-Party Claims

Insurance disputes in first-party cases tend to be relatively straightforward; the battle lines are drawn with reasonable clarity. For example, the policyholder—a homeowner—wants to obtain coverage for damage caused by a botched fuel oil delivery, and the insurer resists, citing a policy provision that excludes pollution coverage. In contrast, third-party liability insurance raises additional issues. The insurer may be obligated to represent the policyholder, and the lawyer selected must be sensitive to possible conflicts of interest between the insurer and the policyholder.

The general rule, usually stated in the policy, is that the liability insurer selects and provides counsel of its choice. However, if the insurer’s position conflicts with that of the policyholder, the policyholder may be able to insist on obtaining a lawyer of his or her choice. In addition, the policyholder may be able to override the policy provisions in some instances or may successfully object to the insurer’s lawyer on grounds that the person lacks qualifications. Thus, an insurer who assigns a newly minted (but cheap) law school graduate to defend a commercial policyholder in a multistate pollution matter may have opened the door to judicial limitation on the insurer’s right to select counsel.

Duty to Defend. All of these possible problems (which lie beyond the scope of this Law Note) arise because the third-party liability policy creates a duty to defend.53 In other words, the policy is for litigation insurance as well as loss insurance. To determine whether the duty to defend has been triggered, courts look at the face of the complaint or, in certain circumstances, the demand letter or other evidence of a serious claim against the policyholder.

For purposes of determining the duty to defend, the allegations are assumed to be true, even if the insurer has evidence to the contrary. If the stated claim comes within the scope of policy coverage, the insurer must provide a defense.54 If the insurer can demonstrate the inaccuracy of the allegations, it ordinarily should commence a declaratory judgment action seeking a judicial determination that it need not defend the claim.

In many states, the penalty for breaching the duty to defend is that the insurer must pick up the tab (even if it exceeds the policy limits) for whatever resolution of the matter ultimately occurs, even if the insurer could have shown that the claim was not properly subject to indemnity or that the amount of the settlement or judgment was excessive.55 The rules in other states are less severe but nonetheless punishing to insurers that fail to defend.

The duty to indemnify is narrower than the duty to defend56 and takes hold only if the claim actually succeeds and falls within the policy. For example, an insurer may need to defend a bogus claim of assault and battery when the policyholder—the one assaulted and merely fended off the claimant. Similarly, a claim mixing negligence ("he carelessly knocked me over") with assault ("he purposely knocked me down") must be defended.57 But the insurer will not need to indemnify if the claimant recovers only on the assault theory and the policy excluded coverages for intentional acts or conduct expected or intended from the standpoint of the policyholder.

Duty to Settle. Related to the duty to defend is the duty to settle. Suppose the holder of liability insurance faces a large pending claim that the insurer can settle within the policy limits for an amount that is reasonable in relation to the claim. Most courts will imply a duty to settle.58 Failure to settle can constitute a bad-faith breach of the insurance policy, which can subject the insurer to damages. Some states treat bad-faith breach of the settlement or payment duty as a breach of contract.59 The majority treat it as an independent tort; a policyholder who can demonstrate such a breach is entitled to sue the insurer for punitive damages.60

Traps for the Unwary

Some issues recur in cases related to insurance coverage. You can prevent or resolve many problems by considering these issues when you review insurance policies.

Intentional Acts. Most insurance policies state that they do not cover intentionally created losses or specific losses clearly and concretely expected by the policyholder. Even if such language were lacking, many courts would imply this limitation, because insurance depends on fortuity. A policy that paid the policyholder for intentional misconduct, reckless behavior, or completely predictable expenses would undermine the random pooling of fortuitous risk that is necessary for an insurance system.

Courts vary in terms of the degree of intent they require to invoke the exclusion. Some courts
A Client-Centered Approach to Improving Your Bottom Line

Focusing on Profitability

by Frank Brennan

This new book will give you a variety of client-centered how-to techniques that will help you analyze your current business practices and develop more successful ones, build stronger relationships with existing clients and attract new prospects, and enhance the overall profitability and stability of your business.

Maintaining Current Clients and Engaging Prospects

Focusing on Profitability will show you how to use relationship-building as the key to keeping current clients happy and engaging new prospects. It describes the client engagement cycle and walks you through each step. In addition it will show you how to:

◆ find new sources of revenue from existing clients
◆ recognize client trouble signs, including a 10-step action plan for resolving problems
◆ network effectively
◆ uncover and approach new clients

Managing Expenses and Revenues

Managing expenses and revenues effectively is an important key to success for any business. This book provides advice in a variety of areas, including:

◆ the three crucial business factors that affect profitability
◆ 20 ways to find expense reductions
◆ spending practice development dollars effectively and prudently
◆ monitoring cash flow as a management tool
◆ improving fee realization and collection

Handling Human Resources Effectively

The effective use of your staff is another key factor to enhanced profitability. This book offers you advice on improving your current use of this invaluable resource, including:

◆ using legal assistants as profit centers
◆ training your work force effectively
◆ initiating a performance evaluation process that will enhance employee commitment

Ensuring High Quality Service—The Key to Client Satisfaction and Success

The book explains how Total Quality Management (TQM) can be applied in the legal setting to resolve operation problems and improve the overall profitability of your firm. It also details the concepts and benefits of implementing TQM, including:

◆ defining the TQM process, the tools it uses, and typical projects
◆ identifying and resolving problems in key areas with TQM
◆ setting up TQM teams and incorporating them into your daily routine
◆ monitoring the TQM effort

Focusing on Profitability is written in a clear, conversational style. Each chapter follows the same structure of introduction, case study, and application.
take the pro-policyholder stance that only a specific intent to cause the specific loss in question negates coverage. A smaller number of courts at the opposite extreme maintain that coverage is voided by a generalized expectation of the possibility of the loss or some degree of foreseeability. The majority of courts take a middle view: Some policyholder knowledge of the possibility of loss does not void coverage, but knowledge of a sufficient probability of harm from conduct invokes the intentional-act exclusion. For example, a

**A manufacturer knowing its product may pose a danger may fall under the intentional-act exclusion**

manufacturer expects it will occasionally be sued for product liability by at least some disgruntled customers. This should not be a problem under the “expected or intended” exclusion. However, if a manufacturer knows that its product poses a particular danger, yet markets it without warning, its behavior may invoke the intentional-act exclusion.

**Trigger of Coverage.** Normally, determining when a policy is triggered is easy. For claims-made policies, the trigger is the making of a covered claim. For policies that cover an “occurrence,” the trigger is the happening of a covered event. Most events take place at a set point in time. An auto accident occurs when the cars collide. A product liability claim occurs when the product malfunctions, causing injury. A trespass claim occurs when the property line is breached.

However, for long-latency, more subtle, less visible and verifiable losses such as asbestos-related injury, groundwater pollution, or insidious disease, the time of the event is not discrete and clear. Courts facing such claims have deemed policies to be triggered by exposure to offending matter, manifestation of adverse symptoms, actual injury-in-fact, and combinations of these, including the so-called “continuous trigger” that some courts use for deciding asbestos and product liability claims.

**Allocation of Responsibilities Among Multiple Insurers.** If the trigger of coverage is continuous or based on injury or exposure taking place over several years, the situation may implicate several different policies and insurers. In these cases, courts often apportion coverage liability among insurers. The most popular means of doing so are proration by policy limits, proration by time on the risk, proration by party, and attempted proration by degree of injury occurring in each policy period (despite the obvious proof problems with this approach).

An alternative approach is to allow the policyholder to allocate covered losses among the applicable carriers. This approach is often referred to as joint-and-several liability of insurers. The policyholder using it is more likely to maximize coverage by linking losses with maximum available insurance, but joint-and-several liability also lowers the transaction costs of litigating and determining apportioned injury.

The proration approaches are simple to apply and give the policyholder less license to pick and choose. They may be inequitable, however, as some policies and policy years may have only a tangential link to the losses and may have been written under different assumptions than the court is using.

**Complexities Abound**

Issues related to insurance coverage can be complex, particularly when the dispute involves several entities and years of coverage or large numbers of claimants with long-latency injuries. However, by applying the right mix of insurance law, contract doctrine, and a dose of common sense, you can successfully resolve most of these disputes.
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**Law Notes** manuscripts should be typed, double-spaced, on 81/2-by-11-inch paper, and sent to: Editor, The Compleat Lawyer, American Bar Association, 750 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL 60611. Include a short biography. Manuscripts will be sent to the editorial board for review.

If you've got a sample form or letter, a short article you've written, a newsclip or interesting tidbit that you think would benefit, educate, or simply entertain other solo and small firm lawyers, you could be a Solo™ star. We're always looking for items to share with our readers. If you have something for us, send it to Solo™, The Compleat Lawyer, 750 N. Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, IL 60611.